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What could a fresh approach achieve?

Easy

• A single framework for all product types (and all ways to cut waste)

• Incentives for ‘whole system’ solutions that engage everyone

Simple but less easy

• Circular economy goes from vision to international reality

• Capitalism evolves from wild beast to problem-solving beauty
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We keep thinking we’re using a fresh approach 
- so we stay stuck

Image: wikimedia
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Fresh approaches have been 
promised since at least 1965

Another 23 billion 
tonnes please

1965
spaceship economy

Another 45 billion 
tonnes please

1995
zero emissions

2035
fresh economy?

Another 163 billion 
tonnes please

Ref: Sustainable Europe Research Institute

2015
circular economy

Another 100 billion 
tonnes please
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Divide each difficulty into as 
many parts as is possible and 
necessary to resolve it

The Cartesian apple is offered – but it’s almost 400 years old, not fresh!
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Any really fresh approach to 
daunting complex problems 
appears wildly unrealistic.

50 years experience tells us 
that rebranding the default 
offers only eternal illusion of 
change.

If we can see this illusion 
then we can reshape our 
future.

Image: flickr. Jeremy Brooks
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Linear economy is locked into our language

We know what we need to know 

to make continuing progress with:

• paper coffee cups

• mattresses

• climate

• marine debris

• toxic waste

• all the other issues

Decades of waste and 
resources debates 
overlook or underplay 
the lock-ins
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#1: linear economy is locked into the word ‘waste’

Waste is stuff we want to get rid of. 

Waste is generally solid. Emissions 
are a separate issue.

‘Ecosystem waste’ is used 
resources accumulating as a 
burden in land, air or water 
ecosystems. 
CO2 emissions, marine 
plastic and rubbish are all 
ecosystem wastes.
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#2: linear economy is locked into ‘waste management’

Waste management is what we 
do with waste after disposal.

The big money supports burning 
and burying.

‘Precycling’ is what we do 
now to stop resources ending 
up dumped into ecosystems.

Every product can be 
precycled in some ways.
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#3: linear economy is locked into resource indicators

Resource flow indicators help us 
to manage materials – and to 
watch as they get systematically 
converted into wastes. 

‘Waste-risk’ is the likelihood 
of a product ending up in 
future as ecosystem waste. 
This can be quantified for any 
product. 
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#4: linear economy is locked into price signals 

Design more circular products and 
business models.

Send them out to compete in the 
linear economy. 

Design the ‘circular economics’ 
to ensure that circular 
products and business models 
are viable.
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Circular economics needs just 1 framework for producer responsibility

• Linear economy is locked in by the unaccounted costs of ecosystem waste.

• It’s cheaper to prevent externalities (by precycling) than to keep neglecting 
them.

• This cost can be efficiently shared across society via producer responsibility

1. Producers become financially responsible for the waste-risk of their products

2. Producers ‘insure’ their products’ waste-risk with insurers

3. Premiums are spent to phase out all waste-risk everywhere

Image courtesy of Shutterstock
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government regulates

producers pay premium

insurers spend premiums

society precycles

circular activity/innovation

Circular economics is capitalism transforming from beast to beauty



Now you can speak the language of circular economics!

Ecosystem waste

Used resources accumulating in land, air or water ecosystems.

Precycling

Action to stop future ecosystem waste.

Waste-risk

The likelihood of a product ending up as ecosystem waste.

Precycling premiums 

Insuring waste-risk. A producer responsibility fee paid according to waste-risk and spent 
cutting society’s waste-risk.

James Greyson • scotres16@blindspot.org.uk • @blindspotting • @climate_rescue
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Circular economics case study; 
plastic bottles

Ecosystem waste

Bottles may become landfill rubbish or emissions

Precycling examples

Precycle bottles by being 
durable/refillable/recyclable + infrastructure + 
finance

Waste-risk

10% if recycling rate is 90%

Precycling premiums 

Low, for producers taking part in an effective 
scheme 
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Circular economics case study; 
my Hi-tek shoe

Ecosystem waste

Shoe becomes landfill rubbish or emissions.

Precycling examples

Precycle shoes by durable, repairable, 
recyclable design. Long warranties. 

Waste-risk

100%; designed to fall apart. Prewasted.

Precycling premiums 

High, compared to a precycled shoe which 
would become more competitive. 
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Circular economics case study - petrol

Ecosystem waste

Petrol becomes ecological waste in the air.

Precycling examples

Precycle petrol by substitution or efficiency (the 
saved petrol is precycled). 

Waste-risk

100% (all burnt, spilled or evaporated).

Precycling premiums 

High, due to high waste-risk and acute climate 
impacts.
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Circular economics case study – hand tool

Ecosystem waste

Tool may become rubbish in landfill or plastic 
handle may become emissions from 
incinerator

Precycling

Silverline lifetime guarantee supports 
durability. Parts replaceable. 

Waste-risk

~ 25% (assuming steel gets recycled)

Precycling premiums 

Low. Premiums incentivise further precycling 
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Circular economics case study - magnets
Ecosystem waste

Rare earth magnets become ecological 
wastes in landfills.

Precycling examples

Precycle magnets by reverse logistics, reuse 
or recycling infrastructure.

Waste-risk

>99% (very low reuse and recycling).

Precycling premiums 

High, due to high waste-risk and acute factor 

of critical raw materials.Image: Michael Gaida @pixabay
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Should circular economics be used?

No!

It’s not how we usually do it. 

Some businesses may not 
appreciate producer responsibility.

Working out waste-risk would be a 
bit of an effort.

Yes!

Incremental circular economy has 

been tried for over 50 years.

We might not have another 50 

years to keep trying it.

Circular economics might turn out 

to be rather easy, if we try.


